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Android has what seems like a billion different weather apps available, but when it comes to getting needed in easy-to-read fashion, we prefer 1Weather.1Weather Platform: Android Price: Free, $1.99 Pro Download PageFeaturesCurrent Weather Conditions, Hourly, and Detailed 10-Day ForecastRealTime Severe Weather WarningSOptional Permanent Notice in The Menu Bar with Current ConditionsIny Radar and Satellite with Multiple LayersTons Themes and Settings OptionsNo Ads (Pro Version Only)Where It Excels 1Wethera crams almost all the weather data you might need to read the interface
Without feeling more, swipe right to visit different sections such as forecasting, graph view, radar and more – each with its own individual tabs that set up the view (e.g. hourly or 10-day predictions). It also comes with several themes, so you can customize its look to your heart's desire. Where it falls short
although the design of 1Weather is better than most weather apps that often feel very cluttered- I feel like its design can still be better. Yahoo Weather, for example, puts everything in one, simple, vertical scrolling view, which is better than switching between tons of different tabs. Similarly. Apple's default
weather app on the iPhone allows you to expand certain parts of the interface for more information rather than putting everything in front of you. Small touches like this can make a big difference in usability. However, 1Weather is better for most of its competition. G/O Media can get commissionMario Kart
Live: Home CircuitThe Competition Yahoo Weather is my personal favorite bunch and it solves most of my design issues with 1Weather. All you need is on the same screen, with less (but still readable text), as you scroll, you see the panels you want in descending order of total necessity (although you
can change them). It fits into all the important things without losing space. Yahoo Weather's fall, unfortunately, is its radar card, which doesn't move-functionality fad that keeps it from our top pick. Weatherbug has improved a lot since it was our best choice, but it just didn't surpass the more well thought
out apps out there. Weatherbug suffers from overload clutter, making it difficult to read at first sight as 1Weather. However, it probably offers more weather information than any of the others on the list, so if that's what you want, Weatherbug is for you. The Weather Channel aims to mimic the great design
of Yahoo Weather for the first time, and it does the job well. His greatest annoyance, however, is the unnecessary material between useful tile-giant ads, and videos from the weather channel, and what's called Social Weather, which I can't imagine I ever want. And, you can't move these tiles around, so I
see little reason to use this over any of the others. Other. has a similar problem, giving priority to graphics and gimmicks that will put in the way of the actual information you want. If you want a different paradigm in general, there are a few other interesting apps out there too, like Nice Weather with its flat,
minimalist look, or eye in Sky Weather, which is about as easy to read as they come (but doesn't give you much more than basic temperatures and predictions). If you want something really simple though, one of them will probably make you happy. These are not the only apps in the Play Store, but they
are the most popular and the best we've looked at. If you have another favorite of your own, be sure to mention it in the discussions below. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalog of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of these categories. Good thoughts can
come from anywhere, at any time. So can edit your best writing work. Keep your text handy, and ideas are easy to add, with these great writing, notes, and the idea of collecting apps for Android.For the downside of writer's mobile site scene apps, check out the best iOS writing apps. While writing in iOS
may seem troublesome, with faster fingers or a Bluetooth keyboard you... MoreSolidNote and mNoteG/O Media can get the commissionMario Kart Live: Home CircuitThe auto-saving, synchronized everywhere Simplenote service has become the basis of Lifehacker thinking, and for good reason. It's
available almost everywhere, it's reduced to ultimate simplicity, and it constantly saves you work, so you don't have to. This is what Adam calls the Holy Grail of ubiquitous text capture. Two Android customers provide the best Simplenote experience. This author prefers the paid ($2.37-ish) SolidNote, but
only because of the slight polish on the controls and seemingly less lag during input. mNote, a free alternative, does just as well as work just by displaying and saving your Simplenote stuff, and maybe you won't experience the same lag. Despite all the cool performance modern technology was born, the
holy grail for me... Read moreSolidNote (AppBrain)mNote (AppBrain)Thinking SpaceSome Writers how to get on the page early and often, knocking out a very rough first project and then edit it over and over again. Others have ideas that they should outline, even if only the most elementary forms. For the
latest crew, there's Thinking Space, a mind-mapping app for Android that makes it easy to piece together disparate ideas and pull them out later in handy form-image files, via email, however you need them. Thinking Space for Android appBrainAK NotepadIf Simplenote sync is not your thing and if you're
a fan ruled by the style of the iPhone Notes app, the AK Notepad is probably exactly what you need. It's a simple client note, but it also allows those notes to work in and around your phone. Set Set on the ping notes you later, pin a specific note to your Android home screen, tag the search notes, and
back them up on an SD card or Catch.com, the creator of another app on that list. AK Notepad (AppBrain)Evernote and Springpad Than words can enter into a piece of text. Images dictated by notes, web links, and more can be pieces of the puzzle. Evernote is a more established universal capture tool
that syncs with almost every available computing platform, and its Android client has just undergone an overhaul, making it a very viable tool. But we also dug in as Springpad popped up while Evernote was still getting its Android base, providing a nicely different alternative. Both tools are free, and make
your Android smartphone into a kind of secretary that follows you everywhere, waiting to hear your last thoughts that should end up inside work.iPhone/Android: The previously mentioned web service Springpad is a great web laptop and... Read more often All-Ins appBrainSpringpad
AppBrainDroidRoomIfiesif you're a fan of WriteRoom, Dark Room, or similar green terminal-text-on-blank-black writing tools, DroidRoom continues to experience on Android. Deprived and simple by nature, it downloads and saves simple text files from the SD card, goes completely full screen while you
write (notice bar hidden and all), and offers text and background settings. This $1 in Market.DroidRoom (AppBrain)ColorNote Sticky Notes are not a performance tool. When you see them stacked on a monitor, it's discouraging. But on a smartphone screen? They can be a simple reminder. Insert your
quick thoughts somewhere noticeable with ColorNote-right under your Twitter client link, maybe? - And you hopefully remember that first draft is due, by email, that person with a question, or whatever else you need to get your words done. ColorNote (AppBrain) We really appreciate your help (via Twitter)
in culling together this list. If you have additional app recommendations that make it easier to write, brainstorm, and other type-y tasks on Android, tell us about them in the comments. The internet has changed the way we look at the news. Instead of a TV producer or newspaper editor identifying the most
important things for us and then buying into our product, we are now free to roam the waves on the Internet to find the news that is most important to us. There are a ton of sites out there that deliver news and track them all can be hard to do. In this list, we'll talk about the best news apps for Android that
help you stay organized, stay up-to-date, and find the news you want. There is a complex element to this. Some sources leaning in a certain way politically and incorrectly reported news for that purpose. Therefore, we do not recommend individual news stations such as CNN, Fox News or such things.
Your best bet for actual accuracy accuracy it's crowdsourcing. Here's the best news apps for Android! AP NewsFeedlyFlipboardInoreaderMicrosoft NewsAP NewsPrice: FreeAP News is a decent enough news app for Android. He sources his news from himself along with hundreds of sources, both local
and nationwide. The user interface is service and clean and you can find news on a variety of topics including sports, entertainment, travel, technology and more. It's not the best for politics, but it's better than most. The app is completely free with ads. The ads are a little annoying, but it's nothing too
serious. FeedlyPrice: Free/$9.99 a monthFeedly is one of the most popular news apps out there. This is an RSS reader. This means you can pull out of various sites and sources. The goal is to build your own news network from places you trust. It comes with integration with Facebook, IFTTT, Twitter,
Evernote, OneNote, Pinterest, LinkedIn and others. In addition, you can access your feed on your mobile phone or on your computer from their website. It's a rock solid option with over 40 million channels in total. FlipboardPrice: FreeFlipboard is another of the most popular news apps. It works just like
Feedly. You can create a custom channel with your favorite news sources, websites and other places. Flipboard differs from Feedly in that it's a little more flashy. It includes fun animation, large images and a user interface that gives it the look of a digital magazine. It also has additional features for things
like discovery. The recommended news feature is hot trash, but everything else about it is pretty decent. It's also completely free if it helps. InoreaderPrice: FreeInoreader is one of the up and coming news apps. It works just like Feedly. You get a news reader that you can customize to your liking. It
includes 28 pre-made themes for those who do not want to dig and find their own sources. The app has stand-alone support, a decent choice of themes, and it will track what you are reading. It's not as deep as something like Feedly. However, this is a good alternative for those who don't want to do so
much work tweaking their feed. It's totally free to use. Microsoft NewsPrice: FreeMicrosoft News is a surprisingly decent news aggregator for Android. It works like most, though. You open the app, choose topics you're interested in, and you get a feed of news curated by Microsoft employees. The service
automatically syncs between the app and the Internet for cross-platform support. You'll also get a dark theme, the ability to save articles then, and you get a good mix of both left and right-leaning political news sites. There is really a lot of news here if you want to read it. PocketPrice: Free/$4.99 per
month/$44.99 per yearPocket is one of the most unique news apps. It does not offer content. However, this will save any content you happen to stumble across during the day. Day. no doubt find something on Twitter or Facebook or chatting that you can't read right now. You can have things in your
pocket and then come back to read it later. It has autonomous support, a decent reading experience, and some discovery features as well. Food users can subscribe to the subscription. It offers unlimited storage, a tag system to help stay organized, text-to-speech reading articles, and additional features
for PCs. Podcast AddictPrice: FreePodcast Addict is a good all-in-one solution for news apps. It's a combination of RSS reader and podcast app. It boasts a collection of 450,000 podcasts. In addition, you can subscribe to almost any news source that you like. The app supports podcast playlists,
categorically organized news feeds, Chromecast support, and even support for YouTube and Twitch channels. There are the best podcast apps (Castbox, Pocket Actors, Doggcatcher, etc.) and there are the best RSS apps (Feedly and Flipboard). However, nothing makes the combination of the two better
than this one. RedditPrice: Free/$3.99 per month/$29.99 a yearReddit bills itself as the first page of the Internet. This, at least, is mostly true. Most trending news ends up somewhere on Reddit. You can subscribe to subreddits that allow you to see different interests. You can find subreddit for almost
everything from fashion to technology, Android to iOS, and everything in between. The official app is good enough in its work. It doesn't have many user power functions. However, this nails basic experience is very good. The community can be a little auspicious sometimes. However, overall, it is one of
the best news and community applications. An additional monthly subscription adds a few additional features and removes ads. SmartNewsPrice: FreeSmartNews is one of the new news apps. It works like many of his competitors like News of the Republic, News360, and other news readers. It mainly
looks at a ton of news sources and recommends top trending topics. Yes, that's one of them. The good part is that you get the news that everyone is talking about. The bad news is that it's not as customizable as we'd like. It also relies on opinion blogs rather than news sites for many topics, and we don't

like that at all. It's good for some things, bad for others. However, it's about as good as it gets for news sites these days. TwitterPrice: FreeTwitter is arguably the best social media platform for news. This is one of the few platforms that still displays messages in chronological order. So it will show you
what's going on right now. It has hashtags, trending themes and some opening function. You just keep an eye on the sources you like. Your channel will show your latest messages. A lot of people on Twitter aren't good people, and there are tons of crappy fury bait blogs and furious posters. However,
those who can read between the lines can find the latest recent things are faster than most other places. In addition, dumb and block buttons help to fat off nasty people. Your local news appPrice: Free (usually) your local news apps are usually not half bad. They are more focused on things happening
around your community. Most people focus on world news. Sometimes we lose because of what's going on in our own cities. Typically, these applications are simple. They just show news and sometimes even weather. Aside from television stations, many cities will have local newspapers with applications
as well. For example, Columbus Dispatch has its own app. Sometimes these apps are great. Sometimes it's not. Your local news is also important. Bonus: Android Administration appPrice: FreeHere comes a little shameless self-promotion! We have an official app. It's also a very good app if we say so
ourselves. This is a good place to check out the latest technology news around the Android world. This includes reviews, news, best lists, reviews, and everything else our team is going to cook. The interface uses material design. In addition, it links to our podcast, our YouTube channel, and more. It's free
to use without in-app purchases. If we missed any of the best news apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest apps and game lists! Lists!
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